Name :

Prepositions
A preposition is a word or group of words that connects a noun, pronoun,
or a noun phrase to the other words in a sentence.
Example: The book is on the table.

Complete the sentences with appropriate prepositions.
1)

Bethany wondered what was

the treasure chest.

2)

I will do this school project

3)

Gain
Juanita left the schoolbag

4)

We are now flying

5)

e
Not a member
Members, pleas
?
P
le
as
e sign
in to
Becky hid the envelopelog
her jacket. up to
gain comple
download this
te
a
c
c
e
ss.
worksheet.

6)

Wendy walked
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you.

complete access
the largest
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the clouds in the sky.

the hill to reach the river.
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7)

Lance spoke to Kyle every day

8)

The ant crawled

the floor.

9)

Dorothy peered

the telescope and saw the stars.

10)

spring break.

chocolate chip cookies, why don’t we bake chocolate muffins?
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Name :

Answer Key

Prepositions
A preposition is a word or group of words that connects a noun, pronoun,
or a noun phrase to the other words in a sentence.
Example: The book is on the table.

Complete the sentences with appropriate prepositions. (Answers may vary)
1)

Bethany wondered what was

inside

the treasure chest.

2)

I will do this school project

3)

Gain
Juanita left the schoolbag

4)

We are now flying

5)

e
Not a member
Members, pleas
?
P
le
as
e sign
g in to
Becky hid the envelopelounderneath
her jacket. up to
gain comple
download this
te
a
c
c
e
ss.
worksheet.

6)

Wendy walked

PREVIEW
with

you.

complete
the largest
in front access
of thetodoor.
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above

down
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7)

Lance spoke to Kyle every day

8)

The ant crawled

on

9)

Dorothy peered

through

10)

Instead of

during

spring break.

the floor.

the telescope and saw the stars.

chocolate chip cookies, why don’t we bake chocolate muffins?
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